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____________________________________________________________________________
This article is a near full excerpt of my talk at the MFPE
conference; I am grateful to the Writing Projects Under the Big
Sky for the invitation to share my ideas. I appreciate learning
alongside all of you.

Background
I believe in collaborating with others and
building networks to support and sustain us as we
engage in critical English education. As a professor,
I am invested in working with both pre-service
teachers and practicing teachers, specifically my
students at MSU as well as my Yellowstone Writing
Project and greater Writing Project colleagues. I am
a scholar invested in how we use language, socially
and relationally, as we teach and learn in
classrooms. I am a discourse analyst interested in
argumentative writing; rural English Education;
place-conscious teaching; pre-service teacher
education; and building communities through
writing.
I taught high school English in Minnesota
for nine years, and when I began my career, I could
not have predicted where it would take me. I grew
up in Wisconsin and took my first teaching job in
MN, in a rural town of 5,000, and I was excited. I
was prepared, I thought. I was ready to engage in
the incredibly rewarding and exhausting work of
teaching. When I began that journey in 1998, I
figured I would be a high school teacher for my
career, and, during my years teaching high school,
I continued to search for people invested in equity
for our students and our teachers as well as people
invested in finding out who our teachers and
students are and engaging with them at levels of
discourse that defy what we see in social media and
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broader, societal depictions of school. While I have
stayed in education, while I have stayed in teaching,
I have changed roles. I got my masters in reading
instruction and became a K-12 reading specialist. I
learned how to work with colleagues within both
the English departments in which I worked as well
as the high schools and the districts in which I
worked. My last school in MN was a K-12 building
in Cottonwood: a town photographed in Image 1.
I’m proud to share that the photographer was a
student of mine.

Image 1. Cottonwood, MN. Photo credit: Keely Huso.
I saw fields, the elevator, and family farms
daily as I commuted to work. In Cottonwood, I
learned how significant relationships are to
teaching and learning. I learned how time afforded
to teachers and students is critical and is a key
indicator for the kind of work we get to do with
students and the ways we can move student
writers, in particular. I say this because I was able
to teach students during their 9th grade year and
then their junior and senior years. I was also
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teaching their siblings, I was teaching their cousins,
I knew their parents because I met them not only at
conferences and school events, but in town, at their
businesses. I was invited into their homes for
graduation parties.
For four years, I was a part of a small town
that loves its school. And I was an outsider. But I
was welcomed in. I did not always know what to do
with that invitation. I did not always do well by that
hospitality. Yet, when I moved to Ohio to attend
graduate school and earn my PhD in teaching and
learning, I continued to return to that social,
relational place of Cottonwood—a place that has
become a metaphor for my work. The foundation it
gave me and the energy that it continues to offer
me propels me forward; this foundation is a gift. I
want you to know a bit about where I come from
because it has influenced everything that I do
professionally, and I am so proud of the schools I
taught in. I am proud of my colleagues and students
who are schooling now and are working through
this COVID time. And I am grateful to call myself a
teacher.
Currently, I am studying a concept my
colleague Jen VanDerHeide and I conceptualize as
“Listening Argument” and have had the honor to
observe and analyze high school classrooms in
Montana and Michigan, supporting teachers as
they prepare curriculum that aims to help students
understand multiple, complex perspectives. I colead a teacher study group with my colleague and
MSU Outreach Librarian, Jan Zauha: Together with
four MT teachers, we are examining how Ivan Doig
uses images and rich descriptions to weave
together fictional stories and memoir—centered
on growing up in Montana. I am a teacher advocate
who believes that the work teachers do,
particularly now, is misunderstood and
underappreciated; I believe that teachers’ health
deserves more attention and respect. I also believe
that by centering writing and humanity, we—
colleagues, teachers, and students—can enact
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critical approaches to schooling. My confluence,
then, is the collision of listening and building
community (Image 2). I find images to be at the
center.

Image 2. The Confluence.
Why Images?
Our world is full of images, written texts,
and the spoken word. Of course, we each have
different “ways of seeing.” Some of us see with our
eyes, some of us with our ears; some of us see
through touch; some of us with our hearts or any
combination of sensory ways to connect. What is
powerful about writers and writing projects across
the state of Montana and the world is that we can
express our different ways of seeing in our writing.

Image 3. Montana.
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Again, I ask: Why a focus on images? How can
we, as teachers of writing and writers ourselves,
make use of images? I offer three ideas in this
section:

1. Images tell stories.
2. Images showcase understanding and
may be used to disrupt misconceptions.
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie (2009) asserts,
“Stories matter. Many stories matter. Stories
have been used to dispossess and to malign, but
stories can also be used to empower and to
humanize. Stories can break the dignity of a
people, but stories can also repair that broken
dignity.” Adichie introduced many of us to the
idea of the single story as well as the inherent
dangers of such a reality. By inviting images to
tell stories, we open up and promote voices and
perspectives we need to hear and that deserve a
place at the table. There is danger to a single
story; may we use this time with our students to
provide them opportunities to tell their stories
through images, particularly when words fail
them.
In schools, we often ask students to rely on the
written word to express themselves and in so
doing, some are quite successful. Others fall short
because they need music or movement or a tactile
representation of how they are experiencing life in
a particular moment of time. When we focus just on
words and traditional means of telling our stories,
we risk silencing too many voices.

3. Telling stories through and with images
allow youth to identify as artists,
thereby building a more robust
community of writers; in fact, images
invite more of our students home.
To operationalize home here, I turn to Anne Lamott
(1993) who writes, “Your anger and damage and
grief are the way to the truth…And that moment is
home” (p. 200).
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Image 4. Home.
For the duration of this piece, I will
illustrate how I make use of images in my work
with teachers and youth. To help center us, I also
pose two questions: How does the use of visual
images augment our understanding of our
students’ stories? What can we learn when we ask
students to tell their stories “without saying a
word”?
Rural Montana
I invite you on a trip to some Montana
communities and classrooms through the eyes of
pre-service teachers (PSTs) interested in learning
more about what it means to teach and live rural.
As we travel, I encourage you to pay
attention to how you feel when you see these
images; what stories do you imagine lie within the
places and spaces captured; and what might the
authors be telling us about how they understand it?
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feelings, tensions, and relationships.” Via Image 6, I
share a few key patterns from our photo collection;
offering you a glance into how some of our students
perceive rurality and education in a rural setting.

Image 5. Rural Places and Spaces.
At Montana State University, PSTs have
opportunity to do a rural practicum: One-week
immersed in a rural school and community, 200400 miles from Bozeman. While there, they take
part in school events, community meetings, and
local amenities. As I worked within the English
Education side of this rural practicum initiative, I
heard
my
students
expressing
deficit
understandings of what it meant to be in a rural
school.
I will note that the majority of these
students had never been in a rural school; they did
not graduate from class B or C schools; some were
from out of state. Overwhelmingly, their desire was
to return home or at least to return to a class size
that they knew. And that makes sense. It’s where
their comfort lies; it suits their “sense of belonging”
(Wynhoff Olsen et al., 2021).
It’s also what remains troubling for me: the
lack of understanding of what it means to be a
student who shares a classroom with the same
people across grades K-12; to be a writer in a rural
space; to be an English teacher in a rural space; to
be a colleague in a K-12 building.
And while I cannot bring all those
experiences to my PSTs, I recognized that we
needed to change the narrative of rural schooling.
With several colleagues over the last three years, I
asked students to tell their stories through journals
and photographs. Specifically, we asked PSTs
enrolled in rural practicum to take photographs
“that capture how they experienced the practicum
school, curriculum, community, and their own
4
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Image 6. Rurality and Education.
PSTs used photos and images, to display
their curiosities about how teachers used their
classroom spaces. We saw photographs of reading
nooks, work areas, celebratory bulletin boards, and
motivational quotes. The photos captured
classroom
accomplishments,
community
connections, and future successes. PSTs were
amazed at how much technology schools had, as
well as how comfortable and welcome they felt,
except for when they didn’t because they saw their
values mocked or rendered invisible; their sense of
belonging halted.
PSTs spoke about noticing pride and
photographed images of mascots, trophy cases,
district-mission statements, locker decorations,
and walls lined with pictures/names of graduates.
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PSTs also documented the existence of civic pride
through rural community photographs across a
wide range of subjects: community museums,
restaurants/bars, farm houses/silos, transportation systems, churches, and a city hall.
Using these photos, PSTs returned from
their experience telling nuanced stories; stories of
respect and stories filled with questions as they
wondered: Could I live and teach there? These
stories have disrupted the deficits, giving the
broader cohorts reason to pause and reconsider
rural teaching opportunities, as well as helped us
dive into how place impacts our teaching identities
and our work.
Given this focus on PSTs and images, I
wondered about youth. How might youth tell their
stories through images? And what outlets can we
teachers offer to amplify their voices?
Youth Filmmakers
As humans, we empathize through stories.
In the past four years, youth from Montana and
Wyoming have submitted over 140 films for juried
review to the International Youth Silent Film
Festival: Yellowstone Regional. We would love to
have your students join us! For submission details,
visit www.makesilentfilm.com. For a free silent
film curriculum, please email the organizers
at yellowstonewp@gmail.com.
The International Youth Silent Film Festival
encourages youth to tell their stories “without
saying a word” in 3-minute silent films. Each
filmmaker (individual or team all under the age of
20) selects one of 10 musical tracks provided by
IYSFF; these tracks underscore every film. IYSFF
values story, place, and youth’s perceptions
of/experiences in the world, their worlds. In this
competition, dignity, dialogue, and artistry
permeate, and I argue that these competitive
elements offer a necessary infusion of humanity to
schooled writing.
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Image 7. Youth Filmmakers.
Even though these are short films, the
experience allows students to see themselves as
artists worthy of consideration. As such, the youth
are elevated as makers of knowledge—something
we notice while viewing the films and in talking
with filmmakers at screening events.
As participants view the images of their
peers and watch the films of those sitting next to
them in a theater, a mutual understanding and
appreciation ensues that fosters human
connectivity across the world. The creative
process, and the resulting need for constant
revision, is both inherent in the arts and productive
for students and teachers as they find ways to share
their stories.
Yellowstone Regional Director Tracy
Babcock explains that films help transform writing
in her 5th grade classroom. She asserts that “films
are to writing what STEM is to math and science.”
As students foreground and create stories through
images, they find meaning and are willing to revise
in ways that revitalize the teaching of writing in
school.

Image 8. Film Celebrations.
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Silent films create space for schooled
writing to shift. Laura Robb, citing her work
interviewing middle school writers asserts,
“Though their dreams differ, every student agreed
on one point about writing at school: more choice.
More choice in topic, more choice in genre, more
ways to find ideas, and enough time to write well”
(p. 46). I think we can agree that youth stories
matter; their voices deserve to be raised and their
creativity celebrated. Instead of asking our
students to write just to attend to our assignments
or standard expectations, we need to offer students
engaging, audience-rich moments to write and
more opportunities to allow images to infuse their
work. We need to listen. And silent films help us do
just that.

I pause for a moment and ask you to
consider how you are experiencing this time: as a
teacher, a parent, a partner, a human. If I were to
ask you to share an image that displays the heft of
2020, what might you deliver? What stories do you
need to tell?
Because I believe in community and
providing opportunities to share experiences, I
asked several colleagues these same questions.
Some of their responses are represented in
Images 10-14. Across these responses you will
note a range of emotion, a range of current
teaching experiences, and some ways to make use
of this time…perhaps this is our chance to lean in
and let art flourish.

CARING FOR
TEACHERS & KIDS

Filmmaking is more accessible than ever
before thanks to mobile technology and freely
accessible editing software. The nexus of possible
collaboration – teacher, student, community—will
be more fruitful as we work with people across
demographics and geographies. You can enjoy
featured
films
on
the
website
(www.makesilentfilm.com) and across social
media (@makesilentfilm).
Pause to Reflect
When I agreed to give a talk at MFPE,
COVID was not a part of our daily life, and it hadn’t
yet permeated our teaching.

Image 9. COVID Impact.
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Image 10. COVID Learning.

Image 11. COVID Teaching.
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THE LONELY HORSE ON
THE ROCK

MT SHUTDOWN: Week 1
Teacher life.

Image 12. COVID Teaching.

Image Affordances
Images can slow us down and allow us to
frame our view. Images can also help us heal,
showcase interactions, pinpoint struggles, and
alert us to what matters—with such focus, we are
well suited to engage with others and make moves
toward dialogue, listening, and community.
When engaging in critical pedagogies,
teachers carve out curricular moments to
foreground youth voices and support students in
noticing and troubling inequitable structures that
plague American schools. Such work affords both
teachers and students dignity, affirms multivoicedness, and expands notions of texts. While
youth do not need adults to give them voice, when
teachers can access structures of support that help
them provide audiences beyond their own
classrooms and communities, they elevate youth
voices in generative ways.

STORIES MATTER
IMAGES HELP US TELL THEM

Image 13. Teaching and Learning.

Image 15. Elevate Voices

Image 14. Arts Installation.
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When we share an image, we are
vulnerable in a different manner than if we write a
description. Take, for example, a popular kind of
writing: I am From poems. In such a poem I can
make authorial choices about what to include, how
to describe my living space, my people, my values.
I can be bold and honest. I can be metaphorical. I
can avoid unsavory details. If, however, I were
asked to photograph the outside of my home and
share it in order to describe Where I am From, I
have less ways to disguise what others see. Sure, I
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Doig: Writing Images
can stand at a particular angle, crop the image or
use photoshop, but the exterior of my home is a
visible representation of where I am from.
Suddenly, with an image, I tell a different story.
Relatedly, when we enter a Zoom call or
teach synchronously via distance, most of us use
the video feature: the image capture. Though
teachers vary in approach, the recommendation is
that we not require our students to turn on their
video, because they may not want us to SEE into
how they are schooling, living, and participating. I
recognize this advice varies by age of student.
Instead of debating this and sharing my own
frustrations with teaching into a black-box void or
aligning with video off as I myself take meetings
while wrangling children or eating a meal before
my next appointment, I want us to consider what it
is about the images that resonates. What is so rich,
evocative, and captivating? How might images help
us lean into the visceral responses or sensory
realties of the person, item, or place we hope to
describe?
I return once more to Anne Lamott and her
memoir, Bird by Bird:
My students assume that when
well-respected writers sit down to write
their books, they know pretty much what is
going to happen because they’ve outlined
most of the plot, and this is why their books
turn out so beautifully and why their lives
are so easy and joyful, their self-esteem so
great, their childlike sense of trust and
wonder so intact. Well. I do not know
anyone fitting this description at all.
Everyone I know flails around, kvetching
and growing despondent, on the way to
finding a plot and structure that work. You
are welcome to join the club.
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In our classrooms and in our writing lives,
we might use images as a way to pre-write or
gather ideas for a story. To illustrate what I mean, I
offer some photos from the Ivan Doig Archive:
photos taken by Carol Doig, at Ivan’s request.
First, I bring you the Brekke House in
Ringling, MT. Ivan, who grew up in Montana, wrote
about life in the Rocky Mountain Front. In his
memoir and first novel, This House of Sky, Doig
details this house and the people in it (pp. 137-8).

THE BREKKE HOUSE
IN RINGLING, MONTANA

Ivan Doig Archive
Object ID:
2602-B158-img1846.jpg

Image 16. Brekke House.
While I, as a reader, do not need to see the
photograph in order to see this house and these
people, given Doig’s rich, physical descriptions, it is
a pleasure to dive into his archive and glance at the
image. I also find it valuable to note how he, in his
writing process, made use of photographs as a way
to research, remember, and marinate.
In both Ivan’s photo collection and his
writing, he goes to a deep level of seeing, feeling,
and handling the objects and machinery within his
stories. As readers, we can almost feel the weight of
the field work, the walks to gather water, the saddle
on a horse, the heft of a rock. There is a physicality
to Doig’s writing that draws readers in and
promotes trust: Doig knows his subjects because of
images and experiences and continual reflections
on both. Doig’s writing offers the epitome of what
it means to “show, rather than tell.” With Doig’s
novels, memoir, or archive as a mentor, we can
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Closing
leverage the power of images. Why images? They
tell stories. They serve as reminders or inspiration.
Images, for as much time as we need, can help
immerse us within a place so we can feel it, get lost
in it, and truly see it.

Object ID:
2602-B154-img0434.jpg

Object ID:
2602-B154-img0378.jpg

Object ID

Ivan Doig Archive

: 2602-B15

4-img043

0.jpg

www.ivandoig.montana.edu

Image 17. Doig Archive.
Making use of images as writers can also
help us teach students how to sustain their
attention with details. Doig mentions that he would
surround himself with images while the “book
cooked in his brain.” We can use images to
marinate in ideas, play with craft and techniques,
and also flood our classrooms and writing
communities with varying perspectives we may
not hear if we just focus on reading and writing in
traditional, textual manners.
Ivan Doig’s archive is both physical and
digital, almost completely available online and
always, with support from Outreach Librarian Jan
Zauha, who works closely with the archive and
Carol Doig. What I have learned from my Doig
teacher study group is that using moments of
Doig’s process, particularly with images—with a
back and forth across archival artifacts and novel
excerpts, helps move writers. Montana students
can appreciate how Doig writes about a place we all
call home, and yet, his archive and his process help
remind us that each of us has a Montana story to
tell. How amazing if we can create moments in our
writing communities and classrooms to both write
our stories and hear those of others.
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Nancie Atwell, in her book In the Middle,
asserts: “Writing is a slow-growth process. When
students write a lot across a school year, this
translates into many opportunities….”
Allow your students time to flail around;
consider how images might become a touchstone,
perhaps a way to gather or build more young
writers. Allow them opportunities to move across
images, words, and stories and be read by wider
audiences as they write into their lives.
And I encourage us, their teachers and
mentors, to use images as a way to disrupt
misconceptions, share multiple viewpoints,
experience new places and relationships, and
offer students time to think, write, share, and
revise. In so doing, we may be able to nuance and
build community. ¨
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